THXtender preparation kit
The THXtender is an excavator preparation kit for transforming an excavator into an efficient
harvester. The kit consists of our harvester head (TH65, TH75 or TH75X), an extender boom with
bucket and the TOC-MD measuring device.

THXtender boom
The THXtender boom makes your excavator harvester more versatile and complete. The bucket at
the end of the THXtender boom improves the maneuverability of the excavator. The bucket can be
used for smaller earthmoving tasks, such as moving stones and levelling the terrain. You can also
use the bucket for pulling and pushing the machine in difficult terrain, or use it as support when
you want to make a sharp turn or cross a ditch. The boom gives you almost 3 m longer reach, which
will also improve the production of the machine. When using the bucket or moving the machines
longer distances, you grab the boom with the harvester head, so that the head will not swing.
Thus you can drive the excavator faster in terrain. The hoses leading to the harvester head are well
protected inside the boom.
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Work flexibly
Many features make TOC-MD simply better. The TOC-MD measuring device continuously optimises
bucking and cutting window search. The patented automatic pre-delimbing together with the
traction control and power delimbing guarantee a high quality end result. The innovative sequence
mode and flexible automation levels help the operator gain higher productivity. The sequences
adapt to the work phases, giving the operator freedom to interfere with the operation and then
continue the sequence. TOC-MD is the optimum choice for all conditions.

Technical specifications
Excavator
18–25 t
Total length
4000 mm
Reach
2800 mm
Weight
650 kg
Bucket width
500 mm
Recommended Logset
harvester heads: TH65, TH75, TH75X
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